Verstehen |

an interactive performance for live painting, electronics + Sound

Artists:
Emily Rankin - Live Paint, Sketching
Meason Wiley - Live Electronics, Sound, Coding, Circuits
Definition:
Ver·ste·hen /fərˈSHtāən/
German, literally ‘understanding.’ noun: (SOCIOLOGY) An empathic understanding of human behavior.
Description:
This performance series explores various approaches to sonic/visual improvisation, focusing on methods of
conversation between two artists of diﬀerent mediums. Each performance takes a unique approach to real-time
creation of interactive multimedia art in front of an audience. The uniqueness of each piece is dictated by a
number of variables that become more complex as the performances progress. There are various interactive/
technological components to the work that allow each artist to directly control and/or influence the other
performer’s decisions in real-time. For example, the sound of specific performance may be generated through
the use of analog sensors, which can detect position of an object on the canvas, as well as track how hard or

soft the object is pressing. Additionally, the use of camera-tracking/blob detection of the painter’s motion, color
choices, or position of brush on the canvas can be used to manipulate, change, and even generate sound.

analog sensors (envelope/velocity) -> ChucK -> Reaktor

camera tracking (color/blob detection) -> Processing -> Reaktor

analog sensors (envelope/velocity) -> ChucK -> Reaktor

feature extraction methods

We also developed a set of guidelines for communicating during a performance through means of sonic and
visual notation, which allowed both of us the ability to alter the direction of the work on the fly by adjusting the
sound, shifting the color, or by changing the brush stroke. These methods of communication are primarily linked
to Emily's chromesthesia, which allows her the unique ability to see sound as specific colors, textures, and
shapes. www.cyclespersecond.org/#/verstehen (link to additional info, stills, and video)

Vestehen:
Our first series of performances, entitled Verstehen, premiered in July of 2017 at the Link & Pin Gallery in
Austin, Texas. The performance series was produced by Lindsay Doleshal and En Route Productions. The
technical complexity of the performances evolved over the 5 nights, with each setup evolving to explore giving a

specific artist more control over the direction of the work. This approach was linked to our idea of creating an
artistic conversation, one where each artist had ability at various times to influence the other's decisions. At
certain times, Emily was in complete control of the sonic elements, which would impact her decisions about
where to take the painting. Other times, Meason would have more control over the painting by making certain
sonic choices that might alter Emily’s direction.

At the end of each performance, we held a Q/A with the audience in order to get feedback and to discuss the
various components of the piece. Once the work was completed, it was installed in the gallery for viewing. The
audio from the performance was accessible through headphones beneath the painting.

Verstehen West Coast Tour:
In November of 2017, Emily Rankin and Meason Wiley head out on their first tour to the West Coast and will be
performing in Marfa, Santa Fe, Sedona, San Diego, Los Angeles, Oakland, Portland, and Seattle. In addition to

bringing this unique performance experience to a broader audience, they hope to continue to explore new
methods for interactive collaboration by incorporating more complex technological processes into the work. In
addition to performances, they will also be hosting talks on interactive performance at the University of CaliforniaSan Diego and California Institute of the Arts. This tour is being funded through a crowd-sourcing campaign and
will be book-ended by two performances in Austin, Texas. email: cyclespersecond@gmail.com
About the Artists:
Meason Wiley is a multi-media artist, technologist, musician,
producer, audio engineer, sound designer, composer, and
fabricator based out of Austin + Los Angeles. He received his BFA
and MFA in Music Technology from CalArts. Meason is currently an
Assoc. Professor of Music Technology at Austin Community
College (MBPT). He is also a sound designer/music producer for
the online digital arts education company Kadenze Inc.. His current
artistic work focuses on digital fabrication, generative systems,
physical computing, kinetic + immersive art, interactive art, and the
sonification of natural phenomenon. Meason has lectured and
presented work at NMASS Festival (Austin), CalArts, Church of the
Friendly Ghost (Austin), PehrSpace (Los Angeles), Asto Museum of
Modern Art (Los Angeles), NIME Conference (LSU, Carnegie
Melon), Link & Pin Gallery (Austin), ICMC (NYU), Dubspot/Ableton
(Los Angeles/Austin), Texas State University, LA SCREAM Festival,
REDCAT, Ballet Austin, Austin Film Festival, SXSW, and Decay
Fest, among others. www.cyclespersecond.org

Emily Rankin is a painter, actor, director, and writer in Austin, Texas. She
received a BFA in Theatre (Directing) from Abilene Christian University. As a
painter, Emily’s work explores liminal space: the thin membranes that lie
between dream and wakefulness, reality and dissociation, and the
disconnect between what is felt and what can be expressed. Emily often
explores her synesthesia—the ability to see color and texture within sound
—both as a vehicle to collaborate with artists in other mediums as well as
inspiration in her solo work. In addition to painting, Emily works extensively
in theatre, writing, directing and acting for Austin companies such as
Penfold, The Hidden Room, Actors’ Theatre of Austin, En Route
Productions, Sherrod Curry Productions, 7 Towers Theatre, Shrewd
Productions, Filagree Theatre, Generic Ensemble Company, Present
Company Theatre, and Whirligig Productions.
www.eerankinart.weebly.com

